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Justo L. Gonzalez, A History of Christian Thought, Volume 2. Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1971, 353' pp., $8.00.

This second volume of a three-volume study of Christian Thought
begins with a study of the theological thinking of Augustine, at the end
of the fourth century and the early years of the fifth century. The ma
terial covered continues through the fifteenth century to the eve of the
Reformation. The author is associate professor of World Christianity at
Candler School of Theology, Emory University. His book is ecumenical
in outlook as he covers the development of theological thinking in the
Eastern Church as well as the Western Church. It is easy for a reader,
who so .desires, to follow a chronological order of the history and devel
opment of either of these churches.

Extensive research is evident in this book as the author develops the
thinking of Augustine. He discusses the influences on his life of Mani
chaeism, Neoplatonism, and the controversies of Donatism and Pela-

, gianism. Each of these areas is explained concisely before Augustine's
actual presentations of various theological issues are discussed. The
development of Western theology after Augustine is continued with
biographical sketches and summaries of the writings of men such as
Boethius, Cassiodore, and Gregory the Great. Chapters then alternate
between the thought of the Eastern and Western churches, including
discussions on the Dark Age, the Renaissance of the Twelfth Century,
issues of the Thirteenth Century, the Dominican School,'Extreme Aris
totelianism and theology in the later Middle Ages.

The author's brief sidelights into the lue and teachings of the many
persons who helped to develop theological thinking during this era of
history add interest for the reader. Definitions of various theological
positions and controversies are given so that a n0n-professional reader
can better understand the issues involved without s'eekmg further ref-
,erences. However, for the reader interested in further study, numerous
references are listed in the extensive footnotes' of this book. Primary
source materials are quoted in the manuscript and the footnotes.

This book is easy to use for reference work because of the good
Table of Contents and the complete Index. In addition the reader is
aided by introductory material in the chapters summarizing the chapter.
There are also sub-titles in most chapters.

The author feels that our judgment of this era of history should be
based on the high points of achievements rather than on those times .
which are considered the dark years in the history of man's thinking.
He states that the end of the Middle Ages "was--to be welcomed in that
it once again brought man to an awareness of the value of his own life
in all its aspects. . . . But on the other hand, the passing of the Middle
Ages must be regretted, for never again until the twentieth century...
would man see himself as part of God's harmonious creation, existing
on this earth amidst animals, plants, clouds, and oceans through the
sheer mercy of God. . . Renaissance man, man as the ruler of his own
life and of all that surroUnds him, man who does not stand in the need
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58 METHODIST HISTORY

of the condescending incarnation of God, would soon become man the
exploiter and destroyer of his environment." (pp. 335-336.)

-Roland E. Garvin
St. Paul Church
Manchester, Pennsylvania

Grtha May Lane, Under Ma?'ching Orde?'s in North China. Tyler, Texas:
Story-Wright, Inc., 1971, 276 pp., $4.60.

Dr. Grtha May Lane. (Ph.D., University of Iowa, 1935) went as a
missionary of the Methodist Episcopal Church to North China in 1919.
She served twenty-nine years there, leaving in 1948 vv-hen the commu
nists gained control. Her interesting and informative account shows that
the missionaries and the native workers built up a strong church in the
region. Also, it is clear from the record that Miss Lane as a woman of
ability was given ever larger responsibilities as the years passed. The
volume makes a good contribution to the history of Christian missions
in China.

The sympathetic reader of this book can hardly keep from asking
himself, can it be that the dedicated, sacrificial endeavors of Grtha May
Lane and other Christian missionaries in China have come to naught
with the rise of communism in that land?

-Albea Godbold
Executive Secretary Emeritus
Commission on Archives and History

John ViTesley in Wales, 1739-1790, Edited, with an Introduction, by A. H.
Williams. Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1971, pp. xxviii, 134,
plates, maps, £3 ($7.20).

During John Wesley's ministry he made thirty-five visits to Wales,
and passed through the country on at least eighteen other occasions.
These journeys lasted anywhere from a day to three weeks each. Be
tween 1739 and 1790 he visited the country during every year except
fourteen, making up for this lack by two visits in many years, and three
visits in two-1777 and 1781. In a valuable 24-page introduction, Mr.
Williams. describes the background of these visits-Wesley's desire to
further the evangelical awakening in Wales, largely begun by Howell
Harris, at whose invitation he first came, and to build up the Welsh
religious societies, whether they were Arminian or Calvinist in doctrine,
whether they threw in their lot with him or not. Because of doctrinal
differences~'however, from 1747 onwards Wesley's visits were reduced,
when an amicable agreement was reached that neither he nor his
preachers should attempt any proselytizing in Wales. The disruption of
Welsh Calvinistic Methodism by internal dispute! in 1750 led to the
retirement of Harris at Treveca, further reducing Wesley's contacts
with the Welsh societies, which for over a decade remained minimal.
Harris's emergence from retirement encouraged Wesley ,to venture into
Wales a little more frequently-perhaps too frequently for Harris's less
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friendly Calvinistic colleagues. Quietly a handful of Wesley's preachers
extended themselves widely from the handful of long-established Wes
leyan societies, but even, at his death in 1791, Wesley's followers were
represented in Wales by only three circuits, seven preachers, and about
six hundred members. Not until after his death did rapid expansion of
Welsh Wesleyan Methodism take place, largely through the efforts of
Dr. Thomas Coke, himself a Welshman. Mr. Williams, the editor of this
work, won acclaim for himself thirty-five years ago by his definitive
Welsh Wesleyan Methodism, 1800-1858, and the introduction to this
volume whets the reader's appetite for his forthcoming history of Wes
ley's Methodism in eighteenth century Wales.

This handsomely produced volume gathers together all the entries
relatit:lg to Wesley's journeys in Wales from his Jou'J"nal, as reproduced
in the eight-volume edition of that work prepared by Nehemiah Cur
nock. Mr. Williams also inserts Curnock's transcriptions from Wesley's
manuscript diary. The place names have usually been reproduced in
their English forms ,vhere these are well known, but otherwise in, their
modern Welsh form. The volume is enriched by a summary and an
analysis of Wesley's journeys, illustrated by three maps and three plates,
and contains also a bibliography and index. Most valuable are Mr.
Williams' footnotes, where he concentrates far more knowledge of Meth
odist origins in Wales than was available to Mr. Curnock and his
colleagues.

-Frank Baker
Duke University

Henry Morton Bullock, A History of Emory Unive?·sity. Covington,
Georgia: Cherokee Publishing Company, 1972 (reprint). 391 pp. $10.
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Following a decision by the Tennessee Supreme Court in early 1914,
. which held that the bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South,

could not exercise effective control over Vanderbilt University, the 1914
General Conference took steps to establish two universities, one east
of the Mississippi River and one west of that river. The latter was South
ern Methodist University. The former institution was created later that
same year as Emory University. The history of the university from its
beginnings in 1834 as the Georgia Conference Manual Training School
up to 1936 is admirably narrated in this reprint of a volume which has
been out of print for a number of years. Dr. Bullock recently retired
as Editor of Church School Publications of The United Methodist Church.

Prodigiously researched, the greater part of the book (12 of 15 chap
ters) formed Dr. Bullock's doctoral dissertation at Yale University,
written under the direction of Dr. Luther A. Weigle. The fifteen chapters
are developed under five divisions: (1) The Period of Beginnings, 1834
1840; (2) The Development of the Ante-Bellum College, 1840-1861; (3)
The Reconstruction Period, 1866-1888; (4) The Development of the
Modern College, 1888-1915; and (5) The University, 1915-1936. Thor
oughly documented but never pedantic, the volume has a narrative style
that sustains the reader's interest throughout the book. Historians and
general readers alike will appreciate the new availability of this sub- f
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stantial contribution to church history, educational history, and the cul- RI
tural life of the South.

-Harold L. Fair

Samuel S. Hill, Jr. with Edgar T. Thompson, Anne Firor Scott, Charles
Hudson and Edwin S. Gaustad, Religion and the Solid South. Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1972. 208 pp. $2.95.

The view that culture can and has captured the church, at least on a
regional basis, is argued convincingly in this series of essays.. Originally
prepared for a symposium which focused on the theme "The 'Bible Belt'
in Continuity and Change," they were subsequently compiled in book
form because collectively they explore the religious dimensions of
southern culture. By examining religion primarily in its relationships
with other aspects of culture and discerning its symbolic and functional
manifestations, this book provides a unique study.

The Solid South is defined as "a self-conscious and publicly identifiable
culture." In religion the remarkable hOlTIogeneity of ecclesiastical and
theological patterns fit readily into this definition. Professor Hill contends
in "The South's Two Cultures" that white supremacy, whether aggres
sive or residual, stands as the primary component of southern culture
and thus contributes to a religious anthology which serves to foil any
incursions from ethical liberalism. In "God and the Southern Plantation
System" it is effectively demonstrated that the mother factor in southern
society before 1860 was the plantation which dominated all aspects of
life including religion and this influence still lingers. During the same
time span and beyond, the image of the ideal Christian woman was very
close to the image of the ideal southern lady, which served to reinforce
the patriarchal society.

In analyzing fundamentalist beliefs, Charles Hudson asserts that they
are acquired 'by oral communication rather than rational deliberation.
Through a carefully constructed belief structure, he traces the relation
ship between these beliefs and society. A chapter on the "Religious
Demography of the South" contains excellent statistical and graphic
data in the form of an overview and a county by county representation.
Because the existing religious creed is believed dysfunctional, a pre
scription for realignment is proposed in the final selection which calls
for the acceptance of general revelation, creative action, discovery, and
an acceptance of universal rather than regional norms for Christian
practise.

This is an excellent book which deserves a wide audience within and
without the South. The essays are perceptive, instructive, and particular
ones delightful. Some will find this study provocative; others may be
disturbed, but it reveals strikingly the interplay between religion and
culture. Moreover, it should be noted that the contributors themselves,
with one exception, a~e a part of the culture studied and that in con
clusion an enlightened. creed for constructive change is offered.

. -Frederick V. Mills, Sr.
LaGrange College
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Robert Moats Miller, 'flow Shall They Hear Without A Preacher? The
Life of Ernest Fremont Tittle. Chapel Hill: University of North Caro
lina Press, 1971. 524 pag~s, $12.50.

Miller states in the preface to this volume that he "did not personally
know Tittle," but in this biography, as vlell as in his previously published
Ante'dcan P1'otestantism and Social Issues, he amply demonstrates that
he is thoroughly knowledgeable in the era in which Tittle lived and
preached and it is his judgment that "in all American Protestantism in
the first half of the twentieth century no man exceeded in greatness
Ernest Fremont Tittle in the totality of the quintuple roles of priest,
pastor, preacher, prophet, and denominational and interdenominational
leader." Such was Tittle's career that Miller chose to do his biography
as a means of leading us "to a larger perception of religion in American
life and ... a deeper knowledge of American society at large." These
ends he has admirably achieved, as any practising minister or historian
of American religion who has actually lived most of his mature years in
the twentieth century would readily perceive.

Tittle grasped and grappled with the basic ethical issues which were
there to confront American Protestantism in the Twentieth century and
intelligently, courageously and, what is perhaps even more important,
persistently presented these issues to his Evanston congregation and to
his denomination and countrymen at large, as calls to action, not merely
as issues with which Christians ought to be religiously concerned. He
held that an ethical issue to be "preachable" must also be "liveable," and
he personally did justice both to the preachability and liveability of
such matters in both the pulpit and in his life as preacher and citizen.
As the pastor of a congregation that would have delighted the heart of
a sociologi$t looking for a model of WASP religiosity he was the very
antithesis of the WASP points-of vieVl.T, in matters of racial and ecoiiomic
justice, pacifism and in the application of the "Bill Of Rights" to non- or
anti-WASP persons and problems. It is partly the "measure of the man"
that he was able to sustain his role as prophet and natiorial gadfly on
social issues for thirty-one years in the same pulpit. The strenuous nature
of his ministry in itself was a terrific physical burden since he spared no
pains in preparing and publishing his sermons and carrying on the multi
faceted duties associated with being the senior pastor of a large and rich
congregation, and in addition he carried denominational, educational,
and citizenship functions of variety and depth. The psychological burdens
were no less severe since patriots, "red-hunters," defenders of un
trammeled capitalism, in and out of his congregation, and even "Chris
tian realists," such as Reinhold Neibuhr, were often openly hostile to
him, but his congregation admired and loved hiin even when they could
not always follow him and he was allowed to "die in harness," perhaps
prematurely worn out at sixty-three in 1949.

Miller's portrait of Tittle as a person lacks clarity and fire. An Erik
Erikson-like attempt to discover the psychological well-springs of
Tittle's major thrust as prophetic preacher falls flat for want of material!
It may well be that Tittle was so wrapped up in preaching and social
activism that few persons had an opportunity to know him intimately,
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62 METHODIST HISTORY

and those fe\v \vho did know and love him were not able to convey their
feelings for Tittle in a convincing fashion to l\1:iller, who did not know
Tittle personally. The evidence for the quality of his life and his solid
Christian character is rather to be found in the respect with" which he
was held by his congregation and the utter lack of gossip and character
assassination so often accompanying persons involved in highly con
troversial matters of social and ethical concern as he was.

The congregational and community setting for the life and \vork of
Tittle (his earlier life and \vork \\rere relatively undistinguished and but
a short prelude to his career at First (Methodist) Church, Evanston),
\vas certainly unique in IVrethodism. First Church had historic precedent
and "prestige" before Tittle came to it, and Evanston had been a seat of
Methodist culture (Garrett and Northwestern) for more than half a
century before 1918. Wealth, culture, and social acceptability \\Tere First
Church's heritage-Tittle sought to make it "relevant," in the sense of
accepting the role of prophetic leadership in Christian social sensibility
and accountability. He succeeded well enough to give First Church first
rank in proclaiming the social gospel-but in matters of church growth
in numbers and budget he was not spectacularly successful-unless we
remember that the period from 1918-1949 was not one of great growth in
American religiosity in general; in fact Miller points out that the Twen
ties and Thirties were times of religious "recession." In the light of the
fact that Evanston grew over" 200 percent in population during the period
of Tittle's ministry and his church around 250 percent, \vhile the budget
quadrupled when the national income did not match such gains, perhaps
he did well enough though when one remembers that Evanston was a
WASP community of 73,000 at the time of his death, with many million
aires in First Church one is mindful that many Methodist "congregations
with less prestige did considerably better, proportionately speaking. Per
haps the social gospel is not the most effective stimulus to the statistical
growth of a congregation.

This volume could in all seriousness be used as a college or seminary
textbook on American Christian social history of the first half of the
twentieth century. It would serve as well as a "how to" textbook on
preaching and promoting Christian action on social issues, and as an
example pa?4-excellent of the type of ministerial integrity which main
tains fellowship with the congregation in spite of profound differences in
the interpretation and emphasis of the Christian gospel. The most valuable
aspect ofthe book is in the presentation of the evidence that Tittle domi
nated his times as the most significant and successful of all of the
preachers of the "social gospel." He avoided the martyr" or "showdown"
syndrome with the dissidents in his congregation and denomination,
while maintaining the force and integrity of his ethical concerns. He
preached and lived the social gospel, and convinced a significant segment
of his congregation and country to do likewise. Few preacher-prophets
of his era approached his success in this endeavor and Miller's biography
of Tittle is worthy of him.

-H. Gordon Van Sickle
Iliff School of Theology
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Georgia Harkness, Wotnen in Ch1t?'ch and Society. Nashville: Abingdon
Press, 1972. 240 pages, $4.75.

The Women's Liberation' Movement is well aware that the Christian
churches have denied the equality of women with men. In a historical
and theological inquiry into women's place in church and society, Dr.
Georgia I-Iarkness has attempted to explain this denial. From ancient
patriarchal society to twentieth-century America she surveys the his
torical evidence supporting her thesis that most men of every period
of Western history have regarded women as "indispensable but inferior
beings." At the same time she finds that though Jesus lived "in an atmos
phere saturated with the idea of the subordination of wOlnen," the Bibli
cal record of his attitudes and encounters with women reveals that for
him "there was no 'second sex' ".

Why, then, have the thought and practice of the Christian churches
and' of the society which they· have influenced usually denied the
equality of women? Dr. Harkness' ans,ver is that Christians have been
more sensitive to the long cultural tradition of female subordination than
they have been to the transforming implications of Jesus' treatment of
women. Moreover, the increase of asceticism in the medieval church
and Biblical literalism reinforced the cultural tradition by embedding
in Christian thought the inherent evil of sexual life, the image of Eve
as the temptress, and St. Paul's "ugly words" instructing women to keep
covered and silent in the churches and to look up to their husbands as
their husbands looked up to Christ. Thus, the worthy Christian ideal of
purity in sexual morals was perverted into an unhealthy rejection of
the physical life and a suspicion of all females.

Nevertheless, the ascetic emphasis was not completely negative for
women. Dr., Harkness sees the medieval monastic movement, which
was an expression of asceticism, as giving Christian women their '{'bne
breakthrough to something like the opportunities and.privileges of men."
The closing of monasteries by Protestants was "a setback for women,"
depriving them of education and an influential role in the church. Despite
their emphasis on the Biblical record, Protestants ignored Jesus' ,ex
amples of challenging the subordination of women to men and Paul's
insight that "there is neither male nor female; for you are all one in

, Christ Jesus."
Not until the nineteenth century did some Christian consciences

awake to the radical implications of the Gospel for women. This awaken-
" ing was produced by the changing economic status of ,vomen in the in

dustrial revolution, the experience of women in the anti-slavery and
other reform movements, and the development of the historical-literary
approach to Biblical studies, which revealed theextent' to which all the
Biblical sources-including those supporting female subordination-

. were culturally determined. Out of this awakening and the hard and
courageous work of women like Susan B. Anthony, Carrie Chapman
Catt, and Alice Paul came the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment
to the Constitution in 1920, giving women in the United States 'the right

I to vote.
But little was done to improve the status of women in Christian
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churches. From her long and varied experience as an ordained local
elder in the Methodist Church and as a college professor, Dr. Harkness
concludes that "though there has been softening all along the line," it is
still true that "the Church is the last stronghold of male dominance."
Nevertheless, she is not angry, impatient, or pessimistic about the male
dominated church. She is loath to bite the hand that has fed her. "My
church has given me far more opportuIDties and more recognition than
I merit."

Dr. Harkness' moderation, her insistence that "we [women] inust
I

maintain our femininity," and her conviction that "the gospel is more - I
f

important than women's" rights" will probably make her book acceptable
and helpful in Christian churches, especially among those readers who
are just beginning to realize the injustice ,vhich ,vomen have suffered
and are suffering in church and society. Such readers will find in the
author's theological analysis of "vomen's rightful roles an inspiring
vision of an equal partnership of men and women as co-creators with
God in family, church, and society.

Christian members of the Women's Liberation Movement, whose
awareness of female subordination is already informed and keen, will
find little that is historically or theologically new in Dr. Harkness' book.
What is more regrettable is that they ,vill not fu""'ld much practical help
in Dr. Harkness' example of "purposely" sitting "in silence" while other
delegates to the 1956 General Conference vigorously debated the issue
of full eradication of official sex discrimination in the ministry of The
Methodist Church. Her expl~">}ation that "there "were able and discerning
men to carry the issue, and I had long before learned that this is often
the surest vlay to get something passed" may reveal tactical shrewdness
but also inspires questions about her support of women's right and re
sponsibility to speak for themselves. Moreover, Dr. Harkness seems
overly worried that assertive women will become "mannish." Though
she recognizes that definitions of masculinity and femininity are culturally"
imposed and that they are powerful obstacles discouraging men and
women from experiencing their £u1l humanity, she clings to them. "Noth
ing is gained," she writes, "when a man becomes effeminate, or when a
woman tries to renounce her femininity." Such statements leave an
impression that a "deep-seated conformism" characterizes her approach
to the role of women in church and society.

-Norma Taylor Mitchell
Troy State University


